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MULTIELEMENT ANALYSIS OF CRUDE OILS AND REFINED
PETROLEUM PRODUCTS USING SINGLE-REACTION CHAMBER
(SRC) MICROWAVE DIGESTION AND TRIPLE-QUADRUPOLE ICP-MS.

John F. Casey, Yongjun Gao, Weihang Yang and Robert Thomas

The sample prep challenges related to elemental analysis of crude oil and petroleum
products can be overcome with Single Reaction Chamber (SRC) microwave digestion.
INTRODUCTION
Comprehensive multielement determinations
in crude oil and refined petroleum products
have been a difficult task, historically resulting
in myriad developed sample preparation and
instrumental analytical methods(1). These
methods are somewhat limited and many do
not include all elements that are important
to the petroleum industry. Most methods
previously developed tend to have limited
numbers of targeted elements, which are
often determined based on specific method
detection limits (MDL), method quantification
limits (MQL), or a specific single element
need. The quality and comprehensive nature
of a suite of elements measured can therefore
be dependent on a number of factors:
• 
suitability
of
sample
preparation
techniques and resultant element recovery
for specific analytes;

• sample matrix, the weight of the sample
prepared, and the necessary dilution factors;
• sensitivity of the analytical instruments to
be used;
• 
nature and availability of certain nonstandard instrument sample introduction
systems;
• 
the ability to mitigate complex spectral
interferences, especially for routine
analysis
of
many
low-abundance
elements;
• quality of standards available;
• purity of the reagent and blanks, impacting
the accuracy and precision; and
• repeatability of the method for particular
analytes.
As a result of these limitations, the elemental
suite is typically limited and also different from
one method to the next.
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 OURCE OF ELEMENTAL CONSTITUENTS
S
IN CRUDE OIL AND PETROLEUM PRODUCTS
Along with their dominant organic major
elemental constituents (for example, C, H,
O, and N), crude oil and refined petroleum
products are highly variable in minor to
ultratrace elemental abundances. Trace and
minor elements are generally complexed in
the heavier organic molecules or inorganic
salts and typically constitute less than 1% by
weight of the sample.
In general, organic matrices pose
major obstacles for a routine method of
comprehensive multielement analysis when
trying to adopt a single sample preparation
technique. A single analytical instrument
would require an exceptionally wide dynamic
range necessary to cover broad inorganic
elemental concentrations that can range
from 5% to 6% (50–60 mg/g), such as sulfur,
down to minor elements at ~1,000–2,000
µg/g, such as vanadium, and to ultratrace
element concentrations of <1 µg/g, such as
the rare earth elements. For this reason, a
single crude oil multielement analysis method
is elusive without multiple, often complex
and time consuming sample preparation or
elemental group separation steps. In fact,
most elements detectable in crude oils are
low in abundance (nanograms per gram or
less) and many are plagued by interferences
when using traditional single-quadrupolebased inductively coupled plasma–mass
spectrometry (ICP-MS) instrumentation.
Thus, comprehensive analyses of trace
elements in organic matrices by either
inductively coupled plasma–optical emission
spectrometry (ICP-OES) or ICP-MS have
proven to be a challenging problem.
Whereas ICP-MS technology has the added
sensitivity and multielement capabilities

desired for low abundances, there are many
hurdles to overcome using a single sample
preparation technique.
In this study, we describe a sample
preparation method that uses a microwave
digestion system with a SRC (ultraWAVE,
Milestone Inc.). This method is capable of
producing an organic-free sample solution
(<0.1% total carbon) used for analysis of
up to 55–57 elements with the appropriate
ICP technique(2,3). In this approach, we use
in tandem an ICP-OES system (Model 725,
Agilent Technologies) for quantitation and
screening of higher abundance elements and
an ICP-MS system with a triple-quadrupole
mass spectrometer (Model 8800, Agilent
Technologies)
specifically
to
allow
interference-free analysis of low-abundance
elements. The single digestion procedure
with these two instrumental techniques
accommodates the wide range of elemental
concentrations necessary for characterizing
crude and refined oils in a more
comprehensive and routine manner.

OIL SAMPLE PREPARATION METHODS
ICP-MS is now the standard technique for lowabundance elemental analysis because of its
high sensitivity for measurements at parts per
billion (nanograms per gram) or lower levels.
Sample preparation generally contributes the
most to the inaccuracy, poor precision, or lack
of reproducibility through either incomplete
dissolution, contamination, or analyte loss
during the dissolution or because of solubility
issues. Safe, clean, and full-recovery sample
preparation of combustible crude oils for
multielement analysis is difficult because of
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the high organic matrix, element volatility,
solution solubility, possible contaminants
with various methods, and, to a certain
extent, sample sizes that may have to be
constrained by certain closed system
preparation vessels because of safety or
sample loss issues. Four approaches to
sample preparation for elemental analysis
have generally been used for crude oils and
their refined petroleum products(1,4–6):
• 
Strong acid “wet” digestions by
open vessel, closed high pressure–
temperature bomb or closed high
pressure–temperature
microwaveassisted mineralization
• 
Mineralization
by
high-pressure
combustion in a chamber or ashing
followed by strong acid digestions
• Direct sample introduction by dilution with
organic solvents
• Direct sample introduction of an emulsion
or microemulsion
The latter two have tended to be judged
as safer, more expedient, and simpler for
the analyst. A drawback for solvent dilution
is that it tends to result in high dilution
factors (100–1,000-fold for heavier oils)
and can result in heavy organic loads for
the instruments used. They have proven
successful in some limited analyte applications, but also have been considered
a safer decomposition than high pressure
and temperature used in mineralization
procedures with bombs or closed-vessel
rotor-based microwave systems. They
remain somewhat limited in analysis of
the large range of elements that can be
detected by some methods in crude oils
or fuel oils. In all of these methods, clean
facilities, ultrapure or doubly distilled
reagents including ultrapure water, clean,
and low contaminant sample vessels, and

well-developed cleaning protocols are
critical for high precision and accuracy as
well as better detection capability.

THE “DILUTE-AND-SHOOT” APPROACH
As stated above, commonly used methods
of direct sample introduction known as the
dilute-and-shoot methods involve dilution
and stabilization of the hydrocarbon sample
with an organic solvent, such as toluene,
xylene, or kerosene, that is aspirated directly
into an argon plasma for routine quantification
by ICP-OES, with more recent attempts
to adapt the technique for ICP-MS(1,6). In
these solvent methods, the instruments
have to be standardized with organic
solutions with trace-element compounds
that are also soluble in organic solvents.
There are, however, a few natural crude
or fuel oil standards (for example, National
Institute of Standards and Technology
[NIST] standard reference materials [SRMs])
and generally they are certified for a small
number of elements (such as V, Co, Ni, Hg,
or S) with additional noncertified reference
or information values reported for some
elements within some standards. In addition,
there are multiple analytical methods used
because of the difficulties in certification or
the referencing process. For example, for the
NIST 1634c residual fuel oil examined here,
seven different analytical methods were used
for three certified elements, two noncertified
referenced elements, and three noncertified
information values (seven methods, eight
elements to achieve reported values).
Such a suite of instruments and analytical
techniques would be impractical for routine
multielement analysis and extremely time
consuming.
Synthetic
organometallic
standards can be purchased with more
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elements certified, but often they are
expensive and tend to have limited stability
and shelf life. They are useful in highthroughput laboratories where long shelf
stability is typically not required, but may
cause analysis repeatability issues in some
laboratories. Another drawback of these
direct ICP-OES introduction methods is the
lower sensitivity of the ICP-OES compared
to the more sensitive ICP-MS. This and the
high method dilution factors will limit the
number of elements that can be successfully
quantified. This limitation has led to method
developments that analyze a greater
numbers of elements with dilute-and-shoot
organic solutions(1) or microemulsions(5) that
have been adapted directly to ICP-MS.
These direct introduction techniques are not
as simple for ICP-MS because of deleterious
effects on plasma stability, complex ionization
effects, deposition or clogging of carbon
on the sampler or skimmer cones, carbonbased interferences caused by the solvent,
much longer wash out times, and crude oil
solubility issues. Some of these effects can
be mitigated by desolvation or ultrasonic
nebulization techniques(1). Preparation by
emulsification with water offers some of the
same problems in terms of larger dilution
factors and multiple short-term solution
analyte stability issues, but it does remove
the necessity of organic standards.

COMBUSTION METHODS
Our investigations of open- and closedvessel
“combustion”
of
standard
multielement certified oils, followed by strong
acid digestions as a method of preparation,
showed that both contamination and
some very severe elemental losses occur,
demonstrating that the combustion method

is probably unsuitable for the broad
multielement analyses of the large element
suites that we are attempting. Although,
in part, the dilute-and-shoot solvent,
emulsification, and combustion methods
as a group have been successfully applied
for select groups of targeted elements,
they have not resulted routinely in extensive
element suites measured using ICP
methods for more complete fingerprinting of
elemental abundances in crude oil or refined
products. Nor have they consistently proven
to be high precision or highly repeatable in
intra- and inter-laboratory studies(1). They
are important, however, for some targeted
applications and analytical needs.

ACID DIGESTION TECHNIQUES
For strong acid–based digestions that
attempt to destroy the organic matrix,
closed-vessel
digestion
procedures
are typically advantageous to minimize
the analyte loss, but sample sizes have
generally been limited to 0.1–0.25 g to
avoid damage to the digestion apparatus
at high pressures or sample loss and this
can limit detection. Alternatively, openvessel digestion procedures offer the ability
to dissolve much larger samples under
relatively mild conditions, but are subject to
sample loss and contamination. In a recent
study by Yasnygina and colleagues(7), the
analysis of 39 elements by ICP-MS was
attempted using a technique of heating a
large sample of 3.5 g of crude oil in strong
acid and peroxide in quartz tubes, followed
by ashing at 300 °C for 8 h in a lowpressure muffle furnace. Their analytical
results based on four replicates of natural
oils showed percent relative standard
deviations (%RSDs) for 14 elements were
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better than 10%, but the remaining 25
showed poorer precisions ranging from
10% to 50%. Open vessels can be used,
however, after acid digestions to eliminate
residual concentrated acids and volatile
matrix constituents by evaporation in ultraclean high-efficiency particulate arrestance
(HEPA) filtered hood environments. The
microwave-assisted strong acid digestion
method described here(2,3) combines the
use of larger sample sizes and microwave
closed system techniques, with an approach
using a recently developed SRC microwave
system that results not only in good
recoveries, but more efficient throughput,
larger samples sizes, and enhanced safety.

MICROWAVE-ASSISTED STRONG
WET DIGESTION TECHNIQUES

ACID

In general, it is well-accepted that
decompositions (mineralization) are more
robust and accurate than dilute and shoot
methods, but they have been considered
more time consuming and to date have not
produced more comprehensive data sets
with a single methodology. More common
rotor-based closed microwave systems
have been utilized in the past to prepare
crude or fuel oil samples, including SRMs.
Wondimu and Goessler(8), for example,
conducted these digestions on NIST fuel
oil 1634c, but their digestions were limited
in sample size because testing showed
vessel venting and sample loss if sample
sizes were greater than ~0.25 g. However,
this 0.25-g weight is well below the 1.0-g
sample size recommended by NIST based
on their sample homogeneity tests. The
investigators were still able to successfully
measure 17 out of 24 elements on NIST
residual fuel oil 1634c with <5% RSD and

good recovery using their digests with ICPMS. Ducyk and colleagues(9) likewise were
able to quantify nine elements in crude oil,
and up to 15 in trace element-enriched
asphaltene fractions of the crude oil by rotorbased microwave digestion and ultrasonic
nebulization coupled with ICP-MS. Periera
and colleagues(10) compared microwaveassisted digestion for up to 12 elements with
a novel microwave-induced combustion
method to achieve multielement analysis of
up to 17 elements that were above MDL
using both ICP-OES and ICP-MS for trace
element-enriched heavy oils, although more
elements were attempted. These methods
were among several that showed the
promise of microwave assisted digestions
at least for smaller samples but wider suites
of elements were still not possible because
of the higher MDL and MQL.
At the University of Houston we have carried
out exhaustive testing of various sample
preparation techniques including:
• 
high pressure combustion followed by
acid digestion;
• 
high
pressure–temperature
acid
digestions;
• 
microwave assisted high pressure–
temperature acid digestions; and
• 
the use of strong acids and reagent
mixtures for digestion, using various other
vessel types.
These approaches have all been explored
in an attempt to develop methodologies
that can produce a more comprehensive
elemental suite with a single method.
These methods have been previously summarized in an American Chemical Society
(ACS) webinar(2), conference proceedings(3),
and more-detailed procedural outlines and
fully compiled data sets on multiple NIST
standards and crude samples will appear
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in two upcoming papers by Casey and
colleagues (under review) and Yang and
colleagues (under review)(20,21). We found
that combustion methods resulted in low
recovery of many of the analyte target
elements. We also concluded that whereas
mineralization approaches in closed-system
high pressure–temperature bombs with
PTFE vessels are acceptable for analysis,
they are more time consuming and lacked
the adequate sample size characteristics
necessary for desired sample throughput,
sample homogeneity, and the required MDL
and MQL. The mineralization procedures
in the microwave SRC high pressure–
temperature system using high-purity
quartz glass vessels and ultrapure strong
acids and reagents alternatively offers clear
advantages for both mineralization and
more complete analysis of extensive suites
of up to 57 elements. Exact procedures,
methodologies, and more extensive data
will be presented in the future papers listed
above, but we provide a general overview
of the methodology in this study.

SRC MICROWAVE DIGESTION
Let’s take a closer look at the methodology
we have developed in our laboratory with a
microwave digestion system using mixtures
of concentrated acids such as HNO3, HCl,
and 30% H2O2 in high-purity quartz tubes.
With an approximately 1.0-g crude oil or
petroleum-based sample, the hydrocarbons
are completely oxidized to CO2 and H2O
and leave a clear aqueous solution with very
small residual carbon content of <0.1%. This
approach is exemplified in Figure 1a, which
shows weighed samples of crude oil (mostly
floating) loaded into high-purity quartz
glass vials with doubly distilled strong acid–

Figure 1a; 1b; 1c: Single Reaction Chamber (SRC) microwave
digestion of crude oil, showing the various dissolution stages.

ultrapure peroxide mixture in a multisample
numbered rack and readied for digestion.
Figure 1b shows a completed high-pressure
and temperature digestion just after the
rack is raised from a previously sealed
acid-resistant PTFE-lined stainless steel
reaction chamber, which is prepressurized
with inert gas before the digestion and then
automatically ventilated upon completion
and before extraction; the close-up image
shows the undegassed digested sample
(green solution containing oxides of nitrogen
and carbon dioxide) in quartz vials with white
laterally vented PTFE caps. Finally, Figure 1c
shows subsequent degassed clear digest
solutions in quartz glass PTFE-capped tubes,
which are then placed in capsules ready for
heating and dry-down procedures.
Digest solutions are then evaporated to neardryness to remove strong acids and diluted
with 2% HNO3 using a low dilution factor
(8–10x). These solutions, which are basically
free of carbon based spectral interferences
are then introduced into the ICP-OES or
ICP-MS system and analyzed using longer
shelf life, commercially available aqueous
calibration standards.
Compared to bomb mineralization or
traditional
closed-system
rotor-based
microwave systems, the advantage of
the microwave-assisted strong acid wet
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digestion technique using the SRC include:
• The multisample digestions are completed
within 1 h compared to >24 h for bomb
digestions.
• Multiple samples of different oils can be
run at the same time under the same
pressure–temperature conditions within a
SRC.
• Pressure and temperature of the chamber
wall and interior fluid chamber and
microwave power is precisely controlled.
• 
High temperatures of 260 °C under
controlled pressure can be achieved
during glass vessel digestion for all
samples.
• Sample sizes can be larger (for example,
0.6–1.2 g per vessel depending on
rack sizes used), compared to 0.1 g for
bombs or 0.25 g for typical rotor-based
microwaves or closed-vessel bombs that
are more limited to prevent venting and
sample loss.
• Digestion vessel sizes can be varied (with
multiple racks and vessel sizes possible
within the single reaction cell) and can
be used to influence ultimate measured
sample sizes, dilution factors, and
effectively will allow more control over all
MDLs and MQLs.
This final point is particularly important when
analyzing and quantifying very light oils,
condensates, or naphtha, which collectively
might have very low abundances of trace
and ultratrace elements. The analysis of
larger sample sizes is achieved by using
larger vessels or combining sample digests
from multiple vessels. They also ensure the
likelihood of sample homogeneity.
Because the microwave energy is applied
to all samples under the same temperature
and pressure conditions, the system can
sense highly exothermic reactions, pressure

Figure 2: Plot of power, temperature, and pressure against time
using a Single Reaction Chamber (SRC) microwave digestion
system (refer to text for details).

increases, and potential venting surges in real
time in the single reaction vessel. It can then
control power, which means it has the ability
to abort potentially dangerous runs instantly
if the outer chamber wall exceeds preset
temperature limits or chamber pressure
limits are exceeded. This leads to very safe
digestions of combustible crude or fuel oils.
The microwave system allows rapid digestion
for increased throughput, allows minimal
quantities of reagent use for clean chemistry,
results in improved accuracy and precision
because of minimal risk of contamination,
minimizes sample loss of volatile elements,
and leads to the destruction of organics
because temperatures can exceed the
boiling temperatures of reagents under
pressure. Finally, the ability to use low-cost
aqueous solution standards is important
and cost effective, because the digestions
can produce clear solutions for both crude
and refined oils. This precise control over
power, temperature, and pressure using this
approach is seen in Figure 2, which shows
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a plot of the following metrics against time:
• programmed digestion temperature (red)
• maximum pressure (light blue)
• actual pressure (dark blue)
• 
maximum temperature of the reaction
vessel outer wall (light green)
• actual temperature of the chamber outer
wall (dark green)
• microwave power (black)

ICP-OES AND TRIPLE-QUADRUPOLE ICP-MS
IN TANDEM FOR ROUTINE ANALYSIS
Crude oils and derivatives have elemental
concentrations that range from 10–60
mg/g (1–6 wt %) to 1 pg/g, which means
no single sample preparation methodology
can be used with a single instrument
that would have the dynamic range to
analyze a comprehensive suite of elements
detectable in crude oils without multiple
preconcentration or added preparation
steps, which would be very time consuming.
However, by using the single prepared
sample with two plasma spectrochemical
techniques with different dynamic ranges
(ICP-OES and ICP-MS), as used in our studies
in tandem, the single sample preparation
step outlined above can be used without
the necessity of other time-consuming
sample preparation steps. At a low 8.5x
sample dilution used in our tests, ICP-OES
is capable of analyzing higher abundance
elements such as S, V, and Ni (and others)
in some crude oils or refined derivatives and
then aliquots of the same samples can be
used to introduce into the ICP-MS system
for analysis of low-abundance elements. It
should be emphasized that low- and highabundance elements are not consistent or
predictable in crude oils, which can have a
range of compositions even within the same

subsurface petroleum-generating system
depending on factors such as source rock
depositional setting, thermal maturity, or
biodegradation. For example, some heavy
marine-sourced crude oils from euxinic
basins may have >6% S by weight and
100–1000 µg/g V and Ni, which must be
analyzed by ICP-OES, whereas others such
as thermally mature shale oils, lucustrine
oils, or condensates can have very low
microgram-per-gram concentrations of S,
V, and Ni that are better suited for the more
sensitive triple-quadrupole ICP-MS.
The triple-quadrupole ICP-MS technology
is a more recent development and includes
an additional quadrupole before an octapole
collision–reaction cell and the analyzer
quadrupole. This first quadrupole acts as a
simple mass filter to allow only the analyte
masses to enter the cell, while rejecting all
other masses. With all nonanalyte, plasma,
and sample matrix ions excluded from the
cell, sensitivity and interference removal
efficiency is significantly improved compared
to traditional collision–reaction cell (CRC)
systems coupled with a single-quadrupole
mass analyzer. In this very innovative CRC
technology, different collision–reactive gases
can be used to reduce the polyatomic
interference through ion–molecule chemistry
in the octopole cell, which is then used to
pass all the product ions formed into the
analyzer quadrupole and separate and select
the mass or masses of interest. The benefit
for analyzing and characterizing crude oil
and petroleum samples is that notoriously
difficult elements like silicon, phosphorus,
and sulfur (and many others) can be determined at significantly lower levels and with
higher accuracy than a conventional singlequadrupole instrument. This means that a
larger elemental suite can be determined,
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which can potentially increase the knowledge
used to identify the source and the origin of
the crude oil sample.
In our comparative studies, we found that
using a single-quadrupole ICP-MS and ICPOES, we could routinely analyze and quantify
up to ~47 elements with our digestion
techniques, but with triple-quadrupole ICPMS and ICP-OES we are able to routinely
analyze and quantify up to 57 low- and highabundance elements, mainly because of
sensitivity increases and more control over the
polyatomic spectral and other interferences.
For example, with increasing focus on more
stringent environmental management of
pollutant emissions from heating oils and
vehicle liquid fuels, sulfur, and other elements
will be increasingly subject to environmental
regulations and low-abundance elemental
quantitation in fuel samples will be absolutely
critical. This need will necessitate the use
of the more advanced ICP-MS spectral
reduction techniques to characterize the
suite of elements at such low levels.

RECOVERY TESTS AND ACCURACY
There are very few multielement certified
natural crude oil standards, and typically
they are certified for a very limited number
of elements. We, therefore, used three
approaches to examine recovery and
accuracy: a certified synthetic organometallic
multielement standard, a 57-element spike
recovery test of a base oil blank, and a more
limited test on reported NIST SRM oil values
for the method developed.
Recovery tests of 20 elements were
conducted on a commercially available
Conostan (SCP Science) multielement
organometallic standard digested with our
microwave protocols and then analyzed by

Figure 3: Recoveries of 20 elements in a multielement
organometallic standard using microwave digestion and determined by ICP-OES or ICP-MS.

ICP-OES and ICP-MS. Figure 3 shows that
the recoveries for all 20 elements are in the
range of 95–107%.
These results were augmented with our own
tests in which 500 ng of 57 analyte elements
were added to 400 mg of Conostan 75cSt
base oil before microwave digestion to
conduct a comprehensive recovery test for all
elements routinely analyzed in the laboratory.
These
microwave-assisted
digestion
recovery results were superior to those
obtained using all other digestion methods
tested for the same suite of 57 elements
and produced on average recoveries of 90110%. Notably, there was good recovery of
tested elements with known volatility issues,
such as B, Be, Sn, As, Se, and Sb.

CCURACY COMPARED TO A STANDARD
A
REFERENCE MATERIAL
Accuracy of any method is the agreement
between a test result and certified reference
values for comparison. Unfortunately, there
is no natural oil SRM yet with extensive suites
for elements certified to examine accuracy
for the majority of elements analyzed. In
this study, NIST SRM 1634c No.6 residual
fuel oil was digested using our method
and analyzed by the ICP-OES and ICP-MS
techniques outlined for 57 elements. Results
include five digestions run separately with
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Figure 4: Log-scale spidergram of concentrations (ng/g) of 10 replicated analyses of 57 elements measured in NIST SRM 1634C
fuel oil, determined by ICP-OES or ICP-MS, together with the RSD of each measurement.

two analyses for each digestion. The results
shown in Figure 4 are a log-scale spidergram
of concentrations (in nanograms per gram)
for five digestions at different times with
two analyses of each digestion, making 10
replicates in total.
The precision data underneath the
spidergram shows the precision (% RSD) for
all elements. It can be seen that all elements
were well below 20% RSD even though
some elemental abundances were near
their MQL. Exceptions include Ag and Ta
(far right), both with concentrations less than
1 ng/g, which showed far greater scatter
with high RSD. Elemental concentrations
ranged widely from more than 2% (20 mg/g)
by weight for S and 1–40 µg/g for V, Ni, K,
and Na requiring quantitation by ICP-OES,
to sub nanogram-per-gram concentrations
requiring the remainder of elements to be
quantified by triple-quadrupole ICP-MS.
The highlighted green circles represent
superimposed NIST “certified” values for

Co, Ni, and V as well as “reference” values
for As and Se, and “information” values for
Ba, Na, and S. The accuracy assessment
of our mean achieved values could only
realistically be compared to NIST certified
values shown in Table I, which include
Co (9.4%), Ni (1.4%), and V (2.4%). Noncertified values are also listed in Table I
for further information. Compared to NIST
noncertified “reference” values reported
for As and Se, elements known to have
volatility issues were somewhat higher in our
analyses (27% and 42%, respectively) than
NIST values although precisions were <4%.
Testing by Wondimu and Goessler(8) based
on a closed-system rotor-based microwave
digestion on the same standard also reported
similarly higher values than “reference”
values listed by NIST with precisions <5%.
The reason is unclear, but higher values
could indicate more complete recovery and
higher measure-ment values are associated
with closed microwave digestions, or may
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Element

Units

NIST Certified*, NIST
Referenced†, NIST
Information‡, Elemental
Abundances for NIST
SRM 1634c Fuel Oil

Co*

μg/g

0.1510

3.3

0.138

2.0

Ni*

μg/g

17.54

1.1

17.8

4.1

% RSD

UH-Mean Abundances
(Five Repeated 1.2-g
% RSD N % Accuracy/
Digestions, 8.5 x
= 10
NIST
Dilutions, Replicate
Analysis) N = 10

UHAnalytical
Techniques

NIST Analytical
Techniques

9.4

ICP-MS§

ICP-MS, INAA

1.4

ICP-OES

ID-ICP-MS, LEI

V*

μg/g

28.2

1.3

28.9

4.0

2.4

ICP-OES

ICP-AES, INAA

As†

μg/g

0.142

4.4

0.197

3.8

27.9

ICP-MS§

FIA-HAAS, INAA

Se†

μg/g

0.102

3.7

0.175

3.2

41.7

ICP-MS§

FIA-HAAS, INAA

‡

Ba

μg/g

1.8

1.7

2.1

5.8

§

ICP-MS

INAA

Na‡

μg/g

37

36.48

2.4

1.4

ICP-MS§

INAA

S

wt%

2

2.2

0.7

9.9

ICP-OES

ID_TIMS

‡

Note: Only Co, Ni, and V are certified (*), while As and Se (†) are reference values and Ba, Na, and S (‡) are for informational
purposes only. §Triple-quadrupole MS.

Table I: Mean concentration values of NIST SRM 1634c fuel oil, RSDs, and accuracy estimates.

be related to the differences in analytical
techniques used. All “information” values
of Ba, Na, and S compare well with the
NIST results reported (<10%). Note that
many of the NIST analytical methods in
Table I differ from the two ICP instrumental
techniques and digestion procedures used
in our evaluation. Developments and further
definition of “true” values for noncertified
“reference” and “information” values will
require further inter-laboratory comparisons,
and NIST statistical testing to allow the
potential of future compliance with NIST
certification criteria.
It should also be emphasized that the
NIST 1634c SRM was chosen for this
study because of the comparatively larger
number of elements reported by NIST
(eight in total), which are measurable by our
chosen ICP techniques. The achieved mean
concentration results, RSDs, and accuracy
estimates compared with NIST reported
certified, reference, and informational values
are shown in Table I.

WITHIN-LABORATORY PRECISION,
REPEATABILITY, AND REPRODUCIBILITY
Within-laboratory precisions of our analyses
can be estimated on the basis of the 10
replicate determinations of 57 elements for
NIST SRM 1634c. As previously mentioned,
the concentrations and the % RSD or variance
for each element are plotted in Figure 4.
The % RSD of the mean of each element
is shown (10 analyses of the SRM) with
elements listed in order of increasing RSD
value. Analyses of this standard involved five
separate microwave digestions (A–E) over
time with replicate analysis of each digestion
(for example, A1 and A2). Results are plotted
as concentrations in nanograms per gram.
Of the 57 elements measured, 42 elements
had RSDs ranging from 0.7% to 4.9%, 12
elements had RSDs ranging from 5.2%
and 10.0%, and two elements had RSDs
ranging from 10.4% to 15.3%, meeting our
imposed RSD limits of <20% of acceptability
even at sub-nanogram-per-gram levels.
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Two elements, Ag and Ta, were <1 ng/g in
abundance and showed more significant
heterogeneity, with RSDs of 63.7% and
74.5%, respectively, and did not meet stricter
quantitation criteria. Whereas RSDs are
generally low for the 55 elements quantified,
the exceptions on these runs were Ag and
Ta. Poorer Ag precision sometimes observed
for repeat measurements of samples and for
NIST 1634c may be a consequence of the
low concentration, which is at or near the
MQL of 0.03 ng/g and the fact that Ag is
also known for its tendency to form matrixdependent salts over time in solutions,
especially at low concentrations. Both factors
could contribute to the variability observed.
The higher RSD for Ta may also result
from matrix-dependent solubility issues,
because the element has been observed
to drop out of solution over time (~4 weeks)
in prepared low-abundance multielement
standard solutions. Investigations to better
optimize these elements and procedures are
underway, although variance is commonly
lower in other samples tested.
Poor repeatability is a well-known problem
for a number of analytical techniques used
to analyze digests of crude and fuel oils(1).
However, in our duplicate digestions and
replicate analyses presented here, 55 of
the elements that are significantly above the
MQL show good within-laboratory RSDs
of 0.7-15%. We have also observed the
same consistency in other NIST crude oil
standards with many replicate digestions
and with the natural crude oils analyzed
for up to 57 element when analyses were
repeated by various laboratory investigators,
at various times, and with different reagent
batches. In addition to within-laboratory
repeatability tests, future studies will involve
interlaboratory comparisons to examine the

Figure 5: Results obtained using the developed method for
fingerprinting two natural crude oils—one from a lacustrine
source rock in Sumatra (green) and the other from a marine
euxinic environment off the coast of California (orange)—
compared with the NIST SRM 1634c residual fuel oil (black).

ruggedness of methods. Interlaboratory
precision predictions can, however, be
made from the Horwitz empirical method
and reproducibility curve(11). Based on our
repeatability tests and intermediate method
precision data, it can be predicted that
the overall method should be robust in
interlaboratory comparisons for most all of
the analytes measured.

EXAMPLES OF CRUDE OIL FINGERPRINTS
In Figure 5, we show two examples of
natural crude oil fingerprinted by our
analytical method in comparison with
NIST 1634c fuel oil results on a logscale
spidergram.
These
three
analyses
illustrate distinct fingerprints for each oil
with many elements varying by more than
2–3 orders of magnitude. One of the natural
oils was relatively lighter and generated
in a subsurface lacustrine source rock
environment in Sumatra, while the other
was a heavier oil generated in a marine
euxinic environment off the coast
of California.
All element abundances are at or above
MQL. They are readily distinguished by
distinct ratios and abundances of V and
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Ni and other elements that can allow oil–
oil or oil–source rock correlations to be
made by oil exploration scientists. We are
also able to distinguish crude oils from
different wells in the same fields by this
fingerprinting technique. In all, there are 57
element abundances and more than 3,000
ratios that can be utilized by upstream
explorationists for fingerprinting, oil–oil and
oil–source rock correlation, organic matter
typing, depositional environment typing,
and maturation and biodegradation studies
of oils or source rock organic matter(12–16).
As in crude oil organic geochemistry,
elemental abundances and ratios can
also be useful in reservoir management,
production allocation, and transportation
and flow assurance engineering(17,18). In
addition, downstream refiners have needs
to characterize natural or comingled crude
oils, feedstocks, and refined products to
identify catalyst poisons and corrosive
metal species, to control refinery costs,
maintenance schedules, and for quality
assurance purposes to meet more stringent
regulatory requirements and industry
standards for refined products(19).

cost multielement analysis with a more
comprehensive elemental list if the industry
is to meet progressively more complex and
challenging needs. These more-extensive
target analytes include those currently wellaccepted and designated as important and
useful to the upstream and downstream
petroleum industries, as well as lowabundance, poorly documented elements
(such as rare earths) whose routine testing
is yet to be fully realized. This morecomprehensive elemental list may lead
to more sophisticated applications of
elemental analysis for crude oil and
derivatives, with benefits extending from
exploration and production to refining,
product monitoring, and regulatory and
compliance efforts. With the optimization
in sample preparation and the types
and numbers of dedicated instruments
required for more complete high- to
trace-level elemental characterization,
the lower expenditure will translate into
an overall reduction in operational and
discovery costs.

SUMMARY
Recent
significant
developments
in
microwave digestion technologies and ICPMS analytical instruments show significant
promise in resolving many of the past
issues related to the rapid multielement
analysis of crude oil and derivative
products.
Whereas
dilute-and-shoot
industry-standard methods will continue
to have significant applications, we regard
the oil chemical fingerprinting analytical
methods developed here as a potential
pathway forward to more-routine, lower-

Disclaimer
Robert Thomas, the editor of the “atomic
Perspectives” column would like to
emphasize, that although he contributed
to the writing of this month’s column, he
does not endorse any of the commercial
products mentioned here.
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